
 

Table tennis week 3: forehand drive 

Lesson Aims:  
● To be able to learn a new type of shot in table tennis  
● To understand what is a forehand drive and how we can perform it 

Equipment: 
● Tables  
● Bats 
● Ping pongs  
● Table tennis nets  

Warm up: 10 minutes  
 
Action -  
Jogging on the spot  
Star jumps  
Power walking  
Skipping  
Jumping  
Lunges  
Squats  

Main activity: 40 minutes  
 
First drill: the forehand drive  

● Put children in groups of 4 or parents depending on the number of children. Assign 
table and explain we are learning the forehand drive. Explain this basic type of shot 
we can do in table tennis.  

● One partner will feed the other partner the ball. Get them into the ready position 
from last week. When partner gently throws the ball they need backswing their 
body with their arm rotating back and downwards of the elbow.  

● Next will be the forehand movement, now the arm is going to move forward and 
upwards. Weight will need to move from right to left foot. (demonstrate as some 
children do not know there left and rights)  

● Contact the ball at the top of the bounce then follow through with the bat arm going 
forward and upwards. Needs to finish in line with the nose.  

● Get back into ready position and repeat. Make sure partners take turns.  
 
 

Coaching points: 
● Quarter rotation for the waist to the right  
● Arm always needs to rotate and to follow through the shot.  
● Always get back in the ready position  
● Use the weight in your foot to transfer it over  

Cool down: 5 minutes  
 
Tomato ketchup - children sit down together with you, choose one person to say tomato 



ketchup in a funny voice. Choose another person to be a guesser closing their eyes. Once 
they said it they need to guess who said it. Winner can stay on or change it around  

Debrief and certificate: 
 
Ask questions - what is a forehand drive? What can we do with our footwork? How do we 
follow through?  

 


